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• Abstract (300 words):
Imagineering includes strategies and practices of urban planners and managers who
create living imagination in developing cities through strategies for citizens. Citizens are
also unaware of urban deficiencies and shortcomings of Imagineering. The present
paper set to study Imagineering and its apparent and hidden functions in forming
values and behavioral patterns of Saghez citizens, Iran. Imagineering has two important
functions: covering urban mismanagement and Consumerism. Consumerism leads to
mass society, reduction of critical thinking, and reproduction of hegemonic domination.
Consumerism creates these phenomena through seduction, bombardment of sign,
consumption tool, media, and internal explosion. Also hegemonic domination
reproduces ineffective urban administration. Dealing with this process has to be

performed at two levels: Elites must enlighten the public, and citizens’ need to be
isolated against bombardment of signs and avoid consumerism.
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